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September 1998  

 

1   Tue 

2   Wed     

3   Thu  * Board Meeting 

           Neptune 2 deg. from Moon 

           Uranus 3 deg. from Moon 

4   Fri  * UNM 

5   Sat  * TAAS General Meeting 

6   Sun    Full Moon (5:22 am) 

           Venus 0,8d from Regulus 

7   Mon    Labor Day 

           Jupiter 0.5 deg. from Moon 

           Mercury 0.8d from Regulus 

8   Tue    Moon at perigee.  56.7 Earth-radii (12:01 am) 

9   Wed    Saturn 2 deg. from Moon 

10  Thu    Mercury 0.4 deg. from Venus 

11  Fri  * UNM 

12  Sat    Last quarter (7:59 pm) 
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         * Placitas Star Party 

           Aldebaran 0.3 deg. from Moon 

           Ceres 0.9 deg. from Moon 

13  Sun 

14  Mon 

15  Tue  * Annunciation School 

           Jupiter at Opposition (9 pm) 

           Jupiter rises at 7:13 pm, disk size is 46.6 arc seconds 

16  Wed    Pallas at opposition 

17  Thu    Mars 2 deg. from Moon 

18  Fri  * UNM 

           Regulus 0.6 deg. from Moon 

19  Sat  * GNTO 

         * Chaco 

20  Sun    New Moon (11:02 pm) Start of Lunation 937 

21  Mon 

22  Tue    Autumnal Equinox (11:37 pm) 

23  Wed  * Rio Grande Nature Center star party 

           Moon at apogee.  63.7 Earth-radii (4 pm) 

24  Thu  * GNTO Meeting 

25  Fri  * UNM 

26  Sat  * GNTO 

27  Sun 

28  Mon    First quarter (11:07 pm) 

29  Tue 

30  Wed    Neptune 2 deg. from Moon 

 

 

Sunrise / Sunset 

For Latitude 35.08, Longitude 106.65 (Albuquerque, NM) 

Sunrise = upper limb on horizon 

Sunset  = upper limb on horizon 

 

   9/01/98   6:39 / 19:34 (MDT) 

   9/15/98   6:49 / 19:14 (MDT) 

   9/30/98   7:01 / 18:52 (MDT) 

 

Planet Rise (9/15/1998) 

 

   Mercury   6:05 

   Venus     5:53 

   Mars      3:54 

   Jupiter  19:13 

   Saturn   21:02 

   Uranus   17:07 

   Neptune  16:30 

   Pluto    12:16 

 

 

October 1998  

 

1   Thu  * Board Meeting 

           Uranus 3 deg. from Moon 

2   Fri  * UNM 



3   Sat  * TAAS General Meeting 

4   Sun    Pallas 1 deg. from Moon 

           Jupiter 0.2 deg. from Moon 

5   Mon    Full Moon (Harvest Moon) (2:12 pm) 

6   Tue    Moon at perigee.  56.1 Earth-radii (7 am) 

           Saturn 1.8 deg. from Moon 

7   Wed 

8   Thu    Ejnar Herzsprung born 1873 

9   Fri  * UNM 

           Aldebaran 0.4 deg. from Moon 

           Ceres 0.9 deg. from Moon 

10  Sat    Ceres Stationary 

11  Sun    Neptune Stationary 

12  Mon    Last quarter (5:12 am) 

           Columbus Day 

13  Tue     

14  Wed 

15  Thu    Regulus 0.5 deg from Moon 

16  Fri  * UNM 

           Mars 1 deg. from Moon 

17  Sat  * GNTO 

18  Sun    Uranus stationary 

19  Mon 

20  Tue    New Moon (4:10 am) Start of Lu 

           Moon at apogee.  63.8 Earth-radii 

         * Gabaldon Elementary School 

21  Wed    Orionid Meteor Shower 

22  Thu    Karl Jansky born 1905 

23  Fri  * UNM 

           Saturn at Opposition 

           Saturn rises at 6:26 pm, 20 arc seconds, Mag. 0 

24  Sat  * GNTO 

           Turn clocks back i hour before going to bed 

25  Sun    Daylight Savings Time ends. (Did you turn your clocks back last 

night) 

26  Mon 

27  Tue    Neptune 2 deg. from Moon 

28  Wed    First quarter (4:47 am) 

           Uranus 2 deg. from Moon 

29  Thu  * GNTO Meeting 

30  Fri  * UNM 

31  Sat    Halloween 

           Jupiter 0.2 deg. from Moon 

 

 

Sunrise / Sunset 

For Latitude 35.08, Longitude 106.65 (Albuquerque, NM) 

Sunrise = upper limb on horizon 

Sunset  = upper limb on horizon 

 

   10/01/98   7:01 / 18:51 (MDT) 

   10/15/98   7:12 / 18:32 (MDT) 

   10/31/98   6:27 / 17:13 (MST) 

 

Planet Rise (10/15/1998) 

 

   Mercury   8:20 



   Venus     6:54 

   Mars      3:26 

   Jupiter  17:06 

   Saturn   18:59 

   Uranus   15:07 

   Neptune  14:32 

   Pluto    10:22 

 

 

 
 

NOTES: 

* = official TAAS Event 

TAAS=The Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 

GNTO=General Nathan Twining Observatory. Call Gordon Pegue @ 332-2591 to confirm. 

UNM=UNM Observatory observing nights. Call the TAAS Hot Line to confirm @ 296-0549 

ATM=Amateur Telescope Making. Call Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549. 

 

An Eagle Project at GNTO 
by  Theodore Schuler-Sandy  

On August 14th and 15th, 59 volunteers transformed the General Nathan Twining Observatory 

(GNTO) from an observatory that only a few people could use to a facility that can be used for 

many more people to learn about and observe the stars. This was my Eagle Project.  

What is an Eagle Project? One of the requirements for obtaining the Eagle Rank, the highest rank 

in Boy Scouts, is to perform a public service project requiring at least 100 person hours of work. 

As a student member of TAAS who was familiar with GNTO, I wanted to do a project which 

would make GNTO a place lots of people could use.  

The TAAS Board of Directors and the Observatory Committee helped me make my dream come 

true. They approved, and helped me improve, my plans, which included building an educational 

area and a picnic area, putting in telescope observing pads, and painting the observatory.  

When the project was finished, the observatory had two new coats of paint. A new educational 

area with nine concrete benches (three more than originally planned!) and a speaker's stand, a 

picnic area with three concrete picnic tables and trash receptacle, and nine (three more than 

planned!) concrete observing pads had been built. The 59 volunteers who worked hard to do this 

were people from TAAS and many of my fellow Scouts, their families, and my friends (even my 

family's travel agent!).  

In addition to the volunteers who worked on the project, over 32 businesses and friends donated 

$7,707.56 in cash, materials, donated labor, and items to auction to support all of the expenses of 

the project. Materials, Inc. alone gave $1,760 in concrete landscape amenities. Everyone's time, 

including mine, on the project, totaled about 1,125 hours!  (Donations continue to arrive so these 



numbers are not yet stable.  See the complete story on the GNTO page for the most recent 

numbers -- ed)  

My hope is that GNTO will get used by more people and that TAAS will be able to attract more 

active members to help everyone learn about the stars. Thank you to everyone who supported my 

project. Congratulations to you all!  

Keep looking up!  

Theodore  

We have lots of pictures and a complete list of donations at (the graphic intensive) Eagle Project 

page.  

The paper newsletter also ran a reprint of the speech given by George Pellegrino at the GNTO 

grounbreaking, March 31, 1990.  

 

Presidents Update 
by Mike Pendley  

TAAS Has a new address.  

I picked up the TAAS mail on August first and found the following note stuffed in our box: July 

30, 1998 . . . In order to serve you better, this operation will be closing on August 20. You may 

move your mail box to one of two locations . . .  

To bad they did not tell the other locations that a horde of angry P.O. Box holders were about to 

descend on them. After an hour or so of convincing the post office people I should not be the one 

to drive all over town collecting documents they assign TAAS a new address—P.O. Box 50581, 

Albuquerque, NM 87181-0581. Please address all correspondence to the new address. A 

forwarding order will insure that existing pre-addressed material will find us—at least for a year.  

TAAS Gossip  

Check out the September 1998 issue of Sky & Telescope for a mention of our own Kevin 

McKeown. Page 110 features a story titled "The Moons of Uranus and Neptune". Look for 

Kevin in the center column, half way down . . . "Kevin McKeown of Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

writes that he found Triton surprisingly easy in his 10-inch f/8 reflector, which is optimized to 

give high-contrast planetary images." Then on page 111, . . . "McKeown found Titania to be 

Ôfaintish but easy' at 250x and up."  

Steve Snider, who recently moved to Michigan, had to change his e-mail address because his 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) was bought by another company. Steve is now at slsnider 

@voyager.net.  

http://www.taas.org/EagleProject/GNTOEagle.html
http://www.taas.org/EagleProject/GNTOEagle.html
http://www.taas.org/GNTOstuff/GroundSpeech.html
mailto:mycall@rt66.com


Dave Blair, member of the most recent mirror grinding / telescope making class, reports: "At 

4:20 yesterday afternoon (8/11), with a tear on my cheek, I waved good-bye to my baby. It gave 

a 1/8 wave back then headed for California to be aluminized. The Uranopan will be operational 

around Labor Day."  

T-shirt Contest  

It is way past time for TAAS to issue another T-shirt. The board has been thinking about this for 

quite some time but have come up short in the "good idea" department. I know we have lots of 

very clever people out there so let's have a contest. We need:  

* Your ideas for a TAAS T-shirt  

* Artists to help us transform ideas from people (like me) who are artistically challenged  

* Suggestions on what the prize should be.  

I have added a T-shirt contest section to the TAAS web page. Log on to the web site and check 

out the suggestions we have so far. Send written descriptions, drawings, computer graphic files, 

or what ever works best for you to the TAAS P.O. Box or e-mail address (taas@phys.unm.edu).  

Eagle Project  

Well . . . Theodore pulled it off. His Eagle Project was a great success. I wanted to dedicate lots 

of newsletter space to this effort so we had to hold back on Ask the Expert and a great book 

report by Kevin McKeown. Both will run next month.  

The black and white photos reproduced here do not do the GNTO improvements justice. If you 

have web access I recommend you visit the GNTO page and check out the color versions. Better 

yet—pay a visit to GNTO and see them live.  

This effort is notable for many reasons: A typical Eagle Project involves about 100 hours of 

work while Theodore's project had well over 1,000 hours. Theodore is only 12 years old—an age 

at which many boys are just starting Boy Scouts. Finally, the road to GNTO experienced a major 

washout sometime between August 1-9. The project was canceled until Lyman Sandy was able 

to contact Mr. Twining and arrange for road repair.  

Telescope Making Class  

It is probably time to start thinking about another telescope making class. I am giving serious 

consideration to a number of changes to the class. Specifically, I am thinking of limiting class 

size to 5-10 people, limiting projects to 6 inch f/8s (and maybe 8 inch f/6s if there are enough 

requests), changing class time from 1 night a week for 6-8 weeks to 1 night a every-other week 

for 12-16 weeks, and more in-class grinding time. Total cost to complete such a project would be 

about $300 or so (depending on how fancy and resourceful you are).  

mailto:taas@phys.unm.edu


I am looking at starting the class in mid to late October so look for a last call in next month's The 

Sidereal Times. Call or write if you have any questions.  

RAAS  

There is a new club in the area. The Rio Rancho Astronomical Society (RRAS) was started by 

Kevin Jarigese—past TAAS board member and science teacher at RRHS. WELCOME!  

Random Acts of Kindness:  

Gordon Pegue for donating a very nice eye piece storage case and John Sefick for the long term 

use of his ST7 CCD camera at Chaco Canyon.  

New Members:  

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the general membership, I would like to welcome the 

following new members to TAAS:  

Maria Clement  

We hope your membership in TAAS is pleasant and rewarding. Please contact any board 

member if you have any suggestions or if you would like to become more involved in Society 

activities.  

Total membership is now 409, down 11 from last month  :-(  

 

Board Meeting 
by Kevin McKeown, Secretary  

The August 6, 1998 Executive Board meeting was called to order by President Mike Pendley at 

7:00 pm. In attendance were Dave Blair, Carl Frisch, Barry Gordon, Alan Green, Bruce Levin, 

Gordon Pegue, George Pellegrino, Ruth Pendley, Robert Ortega, Dave Sukow, Robert Williams, 

and Kevin McKeown. Also in attendance, as observers, were Tom Pannuti (of Lodestar and the 

Physics and Astronomy Department, UNM), and Todd Durdullis (graduate student at Physics 

and Astronomy Department, UNM).  

Before the proceedings, Mike Pendley announced that there is a new PO Box for TAAS mail. 

The Central and Eubank office is closing, forcing all box holders to relocate. The new box is 

located at the office near Lomas and Tramway.  

The minutes of the July 8th Board meeting were read by Kevin McKeown. Barry Gordon asked 

that we refer to Ted Schuler as Ted Schuler-Sandy. The July minutes were then accepted by the 

Board.  

mailto:kmckeown@compuserve.com


Robert Williams updated the Treasury report. Total funds on deposit were $8,165.96, a decrease 

of $486.77 from July 1998. Education funds on deposit were $2,244.02, a decrease of $246.98. 

Observatory funds on deposit were $5,788.30 a decrease of $433.51. General funds on deposit 

were $133.64, an increase of $193.72.  

Robert Ortega gave the GNTO Committee report, and he summarized the July 25th GNTO work 

party in which the wooden dome apron was painted. Robert next updated the project of Boy 

Scout Ted Schuler-Sandy. Preliminary work will begin on Sunday, August 9, when Robert 

Ortega will do pre-grading. Ted Schuler-Sandy will begin his project on Thursday, August 13th, 

with the delivery of materials. Construction is set for Friday, August 14th and Saturday, August 

15th. Ted related to Mike Pendley that he has raised $5,500 so far, but will fall short by $850. 

After discussion, Robert Ortega proposed that Ted's deficit should be made up by 1) asking for a 

special donation (by passing around a donation hat) at the August 8th General meeting, and 2) 

that funds, not to exceed $850 ($650 plus the cost of the tractor on Sunday, August 9), would be 

taken from the Observatory Fund to cover any remaining deficit after the special donation. The 

motion passed. Also, for the record, Gordon Pegue reports he has transferred possession of the 

GNTO eye pieces (13mm Nagler, 22mm Panoptic, and 40mm Teleview) to Robert Ortega. Barry 

Gordon recommended that we develop a complete inventory of TAAS equipment. The telescope 

curators have already done this for the loaner telescope equipment. The GNTO committee will 

develop a similar inventory for equipment associated with the observatory. Mike reported that 

the proposal for the PNM power project would be turned in on Friday, August 15th.  

Robert Williams gave the Planetarium Committee report. He has obtained an application for a 

small grant from Target to be used for a new Starlab. Ruth Pendley also mentioned that 

McDonald's Restaurants awards grants to nonprofit groups for educational purposes. A 

committee consisting of Dave Blair, Kevin McKeown, Robert Williams, Alan Green, Lisa 

Wood, and Bruce Levin was formed to write the Target proposal.  

There was no Telescope Curator report. Carl Frisch had no Lodestar report.  

Carl Frisch related the Education Committee report for Lisa Wood. Two schools have been 

added to the fall schedule: Collet Park Elementary on Thursday, October 15th and Grant Middle 

School on Tuesday, November 10th. (Collet Park was later removed – ed).  

Carl Frisch had no Calendar updates. Barry Gordon suggested an autumn Placitas Open Space 

star party (considering that the previous event was clouded out). After discussion, Saturday, 

September 12th was chosen. Barry proposed this Placitas star party should be added to the 

calendar and the motion passed.  

Past Events were discussed by all. Oak Flat, July 18th was very successful; however, it was 

brought up that Dr. Q did not abide by Society resolutions for star party conduct. This was 

discussed with the conclusion that Dr. Q should (again) be made to understand the wishes and 

resolutions of the TAAS Board with regards to personal conduct, should he attend future public 

events. Robert Williams reported that the August 1st Astronomy 101 at Oak Flat was a success 

despite rain. Fifteen students attended, and 3 loaner scopes were exchanged.  



Future Events were discussed. David Sukow said that Campus Night will once again run every 

Friday night beginning August 28th. Carl reports that Oak Flat on August 15th is set.  

George Pellegrino discussed Future Regular Meetings. Noted astrophotographer David Healy is 

set for August 8th. Barry Gordon will introduce him and also write the Trivia Contest. Dave 

Westpfahl, of NM Tech, is on for September 5th, but he needs to be confirmed. Kevin McKeown 

of TAAS will do a talk on Meteors for October 3rd. By popular demand, the second TAAS 

Auction will take place November 7th, and the Christmas Potluck is set for December 5th.  

For Old Business, Gordon Pegue updated the Board on his negotiations with the Park Service 

regarding the Special Permit Request for Gran Quivera. The Board of Directors felt that GQs 

terms and conditions were too restrictive and asked Gordon to request a permit refund. Gordon 

reported that the Park Service refused the request stating that the fee paid was an application 

fee—not a permit fee. It was pointed out that this was not indicated in the correspondence with 

the Park Service. While many options were discussed, it was agreed that Gordon should write a 

final letter detailing the Society's position and again asking for a refund. Barry Gordon motioned 

that, no matter the outcome, Bill Tondreau, who donated the $100 for the Permit, should be 

reimbursed out of the General Fund. The motion passed.  

Ruth Pendley updated the board on her efforts to develop a new TAAS T-shirt. Gordon 

suggested that we get ideas from the membership via a contest.  

George Pellegrino related that several TAAS members had received newsletters from the newly 

formed Rio Rancho Astronomical Society (RRAS). George pointed out that since addresses of 

TAAS members are not published by the Society, someone at RRAS used a TAAS membership 

roster without approval of the TAAS Board. George Pellegrino has offered to write a letter to 

Kevin Jarigese, RRAS president, pointing this out.  

For New Business, a 1999 Mars Mania Star Party was suggested by Kevin McKeown. A 

committee of Mike Pendley and Kevin McKeown was formed to work out details. Also, Carl 

Frisch related the suggestion by Park Ranger Rebecca Stoneman that the dome recently donated 

to the Society by Steve Snider could be given to the Navajo Reservation.  

Newsletter assignments were handed out by Mike Pendley, and the meeting adjourned at 8:51 

pm.  

A brief executive meeting followed the Board meeting.  

 

Observatory Committee 
by Robert Ortega  

No report this month  

mailto:osalsa@aol.com


All observatory committee meetings are open to the general membership. Call Robert Ortega for 

location information if you are interested in attending—ed  

 

August Meeting Recap  

A Sight to Remember  

It can be said that one of the greatest lures to become an amateur astronomer are those 

magnificent astrophotographs that appear in magazines, telescope adds, and on television. It can 

also be said that one of the most masterful astrophotographers of our time providing those astro 

photos is world-renowned astrophotographer Dave Healy.  

Thanks to the efforts of Barry Gordon and his wife, Jessica, Dave Healy was the featured speaker 

on August 8th. Equipped with a slide projector, computer, and a multimedia computer projector 

image projector, Dave delivered one of the most captivating, visually stunning and often 

hilarious presentations on the subject as I have ever attended.  

Dave began his talk with a photo featuring an astrophotographer silhouetted against a star filled 

sky while guiding a Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope. This is the photo that appears on the cover of 

TAAS member Barry Gordon's book, Astrophotography. Dave began to put on a show for us by 

first sharing several of his most celebrated disasters in pursuit of the rarest photons. H showed us 

wonderful examples of "foot-binaries" and "chin-spirals caused by various parts of our anatomy 

bumping into the telescope or tripod while exposing film for several minutes or an hour or more. 

Dave had some wonderful examples of his camera strap as well as multiple exposures that took 

place when he couldn't remember wether the take-up knob on his Schmidt camera was on the left 

or right. They are identical!  

The "stuff" that prompted the OO's and Ah's were the magnificent photos of Orion's M42, 

Barnards loop, the Rosette, and much more. The variety of photo's of the Ring Nebula, M57 and 

the splendor of the many species and varieties of galaxies were amazing examples of the 

dedication and skill of this talented man.  

In his opening remarks, Dave said the secret to astrophotography was to expose lots of film and 

then to throw most of it away. I can't imagine how many exposures Dave took to achieve such 

spectacular results.  

After dazzling us with his work with film, Dave shared some of his CCD camera work basedon a 

Mead LX200 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and an ST-7 CCD camera, complete with an auto 

guider, made by the Santa Barbara Instrument Group. In one example, Dave took thirty-two half-

hour exposures and electronically "stacked" them to create his very own "Deep Field" photo that 

showed galaxies as dim as 25th magnitude.  

Dave said he is just beginning to explore the possibilities at his disposal with this recent 

technology combined with the very dark skies of Sierra Vista, AZ. If the examples Dave showed 



us are the work of a "beginner", I can't wait to see his work in Sky and Telescope and Astronomy 

magazine when he gets the hang of it.  

 

September Meeting Preview 

On September 5th, at our regular meeting at UNM's Regener Hall, our featured speaker will be 

Dr. Dave Westpfahl, Ph.D. The subject of his presentation will be based on comparisons between 

optical and radio astronomy. Dr. Westpfahl is an associate professor at NM Tech in Socorro, 

NM, where he has been teaching for the past nine years. Dr. Westpfahl is currently conducting 

research on neutral hydrogen in nearby galaxies with the VLA. He received his Bachelor of 

Science degree from Dartmouth and his Master's degree and Ph.D. from Montana State. Dr. 

Westpfahl did his postdoctoral work at the Astrophysical Observatory in Victoria, BC. He was 

also on the science staff at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Greenbank. The 

meeting will begin at 7:00 pm and will conclude with the usual social hour, so don't forget the 

goodies to share.  

 

Observer's Page 

by Kevin McKeown 

October Musings  

Here's one way to spend a night stargazing in mid October that will give you some unusual 

bragging rights. I got the idea on a cloudy night while inspecting the star map of the far southern 

sky drawn up in 1752 by the French astronomer Nicolas de LaCaille. He added 13 new 

constellations to the heavens. LaCaille, and also the German astronomer Johann Bayer, had the 

opportunity to draw up now formally recognized constellations of the deep south because, prior 

to Renaissance explorations into the south, Europeans knew little of the far southern stars. For 

instance, survivors of the Magellan expedition (1519-1522) into the southern hemisphere brought 

back reports of two curious fixed clouds now named for their captain. I'm not saying that the 

southern stars weren't previously seen or mapped by some people on earth. Rather, unfair as it is, 

it was the Europeans whose observations ultimately counted in the scheme of things. I suppose 

any TAAS member can go out and redraw the night sky to his liking, but getting the rest of the 

world in line- now that's the hard part!  

Anyway, most of LaCaille's and Bayer's "new" constellations reside in the far southern sky. In 

retrospect, both fellows had pretty strange ideas as to what to honor in the stars. While Bayer had 

the wisdom to at least form constellations after living things, we must thank LaCaille for 

conceiving of all those really weird constellations such as Octans the Octant (a kind of sextant), 

Microscopium the Microscope, Horologium the Clock, Pictor the Painter, and so on. Although 

when you consider that one of Bayer's creations was Musca the Fly, maybe he was just as guilty. 

(God forbid if proteges of LaCaille and Bayer were handed the same responsibility today!)  

mailto:kmckeown@compuserve.com


It turns out that an all nighter on about October 15-16 can allow an observer at GNTO to see at 

least the northern parts of many of the far southern constellations, most of which are of 

LaCaille's and Bayer's design. Let's start right at nightfall, when LaCaille's Telescopium, the 

Telescope stands just west of the due south point. Iota Telescopium should be easy to track down 

within this wonderfully blank area. The realm of the Telescope invades as far south as 

declination -58, so it's not a really deep south pattern. Recall that GNTO is good to a declination 

of just about -56 degrees, if you count in some atmospheric refraction. Next, you can observe the 

northernmost part of Bayer's Indus, the (Native American) Indian. From GNTO, bright alpha 

Indii stands 8 degrees high at 8:03 pm MDT. The Indian reaches all the way down to -75! That's 

15 degrees from the south pole! Next, take a look at Grus, the Crane. This is one of the signature 

constellations of autumn. Since it's stars are very bright, the Crane emerges from antiquity, as 

you might guess. Grus culminates at 9:52 pm, and its southern edge gets down to -57 declination. 

A cocoa break might now be in order because Bayer's beautiful constellation of Phoenix, the 

Phoenix (the bird that rises from its ashes) culminates at midnight. Actually, Bayer reformed an 

old, obscure constellation that many saw as a Bird. We can trace out most of Phoenix from 

GNTO. Ankaa, or alpha Phoenicis marks the eye of the Phoenix and is a bright magnitude 2.4. It 

culminates at 11:52 pm at 13 degrees high above the due southern horizon of GNTO. Phoenix 

extends down to -58. Next, a quick look at 3rd magnitude chi Eridani, in culmination at 1:22 am 

is in store. It then stands only 3.5 degrees high in the south. Chi is not quite the end of the 

River—that distinction is held by brilliant Achernar. While Achernar is invisible from GNTO, 

it's neat to know that it sits only about 2 degrees under the horizon at this time. The River 

extends to just south of Achernar, to -58. Eridanus is one of the really old constellations. Next, a 

good part of northernmost Horologium, LaCaille's Clock, can be seen from GNTO. Its 

midsection culminates at 3 am. Look for 4th magnitude alpha Hor, in far eastern Horologium, to 

culminate 13 degrees high at 3:37 am. Horologium extends all the way down to -65 dec.  

Into the homestretch, a tiny starless notch of LaCaille's eyepiece Reticle culminates at 3:15 am. 

This tiny piece of Reticulum pokes only 2.5 degrees into the sky of GNTO. The Reticle extends 

down to -67 declination. I'd set my scope on the southernmost horizon with the hope of seeing 

even an 8th magnitude star, just so I can brag about having stargazed in Reticulum. Next, try for 

a piece of Bayer's Goldfish, known as Doradus. A small notch of the Goldfish pokes 3 degrees 

into the sky of GNTO at 3:42 am. While Doradus invades all the way down to -70 dec, it is even 

neater to know that much of the Large Magellanic Cloud lies within Doradus! That's cool. Then 

comes LaCaille's Pictor, the Painter. Look for 4th magnitude beta Pictorus to culminate at 5:08 

am, 4 degrees high up. Pictor extends down to -64.  

You might as well stay up to glimpse brilliant Canopus as it nears culmination at about 5:42 am, 

just before twilight starts. Canopus is the 2nd brightest star of the night sky, and it lies in far 

northwestern Carina, the Keel. Carina is part of the now obsolete constellation of Argo Navis, 

Jason's mythological Ship. It's interesting but, despite the antiquity of Carina, it approaches the 

south pole of the heavens closer than any of the other constellations described above! Carina 

reaches all the way down to -76: that's within 14 degrees of the south pole!  

One last note. If you wish to catch the tiny part of Ara, the Altar, as it sets in the southwest at 

nightfall and the northern part of Vela, the Sails, as it rises in the southeast at dawn, this will give 



you 12 out of the 15 constellations that can touch the due southern horizon at GNTO! However, 

on the night of October 15-16, Ara and Vela can't actually be seen at culmination.  

The Gegenschein  

By October, the strange phenomenon known as the gegenschein can once again be easily seen 

provided the sky is very clean and black. The gegenschein is a slightly oval brightening of the 

Zodiacal band as it passes through the anti solar point. Apparently, it represents the back 

reflection of particles in the plane of the solar system. On the night of October 15th, the center of 

the gegenschein will lie just to the left of Saturn. Observe it carefully. Does it lie exactly on the 

ecliptic? Try to note its surface brightness so as to compare it with the spring gegenschein.  

The NGC 6397 Test  

One of the best globulars of the summer sky is the NGC 6397, located in Ara, the Altar. With a 

visual magnitude of 5.7 and a diameter of nearly 20 arcminutes, this globular is very similar 

visually to the familiar globular M 4 (NGC 6121) in Scorpius. Unlike M 4, it seems to lack style, 

since its brightest stars are more evenly distributed across its face. NGC 6397 also may be the 

nearest globular to earth.  

However, NGC 6397 lies 53 degrees 40 minutes south of the celestial equator. Thus, at 

culmination (in the due south), it stands a little over one degree above the horizon for GNTO, 

and you might conclude that it can't be seen from there. But in fact, Bill Tondreau and I had a 

very good look at this object on the evening of June 26-27. That night, the atmosphere over 

central New Mexico was remarkably clean! Stars could be seen clear to the horizon! At 

culmination, the Ara-Norma star cloud shone faintly as it sat on the very horizon. A little later, 

the star alpha Ara culminated. This star in northern Ara is the bright star you see directly 

underneath the tail of Scorpius. It signals that a great sky is underway. It also signals the time to 

try for NGC 6397, which lies almost directly below alpha Ara.  

At just about twelve midnight and with a low power, wide field eyepiece on the 10 inch, I 

scanned along the due south, keeping the horizon in the field of view. Sure enough, there it 

was—NGC 6397. Large, bright, smoothly condensed, and more or less well resolved! I say 

"more or less" because the ability to resolve the cluster in the 10-inch scope varied as the seeing 

varied low down along the horizon. But there were periods when the star discs were very small, 

and then the cluster really gave up its nature.  

I suggest that NGC 6397 can be used as an extreme test for both atmospheric transparency and 

the seeing. Ordinarily, a very transparent inland air mass is plagued with poor seeing because 

such an air mass is very dry, and it can't retain heat. It twinkles furiously as it cools all night. To 

combine transparency and quiescence in an air mass seems unlikely, but it can occur. Try for this 

cluster next year from GNTO.  

June Draconids Reoccur!  



On the night of June 26-27, (Friday night), and June 27-28th, (Saturday night), the June 

Draconids were clearly active! This shower was first reported in 1916 by Denning, the famous 

British meteor observer. Denning described the meteors as mostly faint, short, white to yellow, 

slow, and radiating from "between Bootes and Draco". WGN, the newsletter of the International 

Meteor Organization, states: "The stream . . . was observed in 1916, as well as enhanced activity 

in 1921 and 1927. Since then, no visually significant rates have been observed". However, from 

GNTO, June 26-27, Bill Tondreau and I repeatedly noticed meteors of exactly Denning's 

description that appeared to fall out of the top of the sky. This was from the top of the Kite of 

Bootes. In 20 minutes before 11:52 pm MDT, I counted 6 Draconids and 3 sporadics.  

The next night the shower was even more apparent because the magnitudes of the meteors were 

much brighter. From GNTO, Bill Tondreau, Gordon Pegue, Alejandra Valderrama, Kevin 

McKeown, Barry Gordon, and Maria Hunt (from the University of Western Sydney, Australia, 

and others noticed many bright, pointy, very slow, white fireballs that fell out of the top of the 

sky for the first half of the night (before high clouds ended viewing). The radiant seemed broad 

and centered on the area just above and perhaps northeast of the top of the Kite of Bootes. I 

believe that I saw no less that 40 Draconids over the two nights. Thus, the June Draconids have 

returned! This activity was significant visually! We can only hope that this interesting shower 

will develop, and fill in one of the blank parts of year for meteor observers. (BTW, if I have 

forgotten to mention your name, let me know.)  

TAAS 200  

Here are five autumn TAAS 200 objects well placed for a mid October night. First, IC 5146, 

known as the "Cocoon" nebula, is a remarkable diffuse nebula associated with a rift-like dark 

nebula in the Cygnus Milky Way. It lies in an obscure area of eastern Cygnus not too far from M 

39. This object appears as a slightly oval, diffuse patch measuring about 10 arcminutes in 

diameter with an embedded central star. Use low power. Once you've found the Cocoon, try to 

trace the dark rift!  

Next, NGC 7129 is a fine nebulous cluster located within the "Box" of the house shaped 

constellation of Cepheus, the King. The nebula is fairly small, but quite conspicuous. The 

associated cluster is sparse.  

Now, move over to the inconspicuous constellation of Lacerta the Lizard. This area is due east of 

the top of the Northern Cross and includes an interesting, but perhaps forgotten portion of the 

Milky Way. We have chosen the best two open clusters of Lacerta, NGC 7209, and NGC 7243 

for the TAAS 200. These two opens are overlooked, but well worth the effort to track down. 

First, NGC 7209 is a very large, full moon bright open cluster best seen in finders or 10x50mm 

binoculars. It's a rich, smooth aggregate of faint stars. Next, NGC 7243 is considered by most as 

Lacerta's best open cluster. Located about 3 degrees due north of NGC 7209, it is a large, bright, 

splashy open with a wide double star at the center.  

Lastly, for a real cool treat, try for the "Blue Snowball" of northern Andromeda, NGC 7662. 

This is one of the brightest of planetaries, and it consists of an intense inner, oval ring plus 



central star set in a larger disc. It's beautiful! NGC 7662 is small, bright, and has an impressive 

blue green color! It somewhat resembles the Eskimo Nebula of Gemini.  

 

What's Up for October 
by Kevin McKeown  

On the night of October 3-4, a large moon slides just under Jupiter. The moon is full on October 

5th. Pencil in the evenings of October 7th, 8th, or 9th for a Giacobinid meteor shower (or storm) 

vigil! The Giacobinids are the October Draconid meteors. This highly irregular stream associated 

with comet Giacobini-Zinner can offer activity every 13 years. They are very slow, smoky gray 

to orange meteors that radiate from the head of Draco, the Dragon. Best evening to see anything 

seems to be October 8th. The TAAS regular meeting on October 3rd will be about meteor 

showers.  

Since the moon is new on October 19th, an Orionid meteor shower marathon is possible. 

Orionids are associated with comet Halley, and the shower shows good rates (10 per hour per 

individual) on every night from October 17th to about October 28th! Sporadic meteor rates in 

October appear to be the highest of the year!  

Mercury makes a very unfavorable evening apparition in mid to late October. The asteroid 3 

Pallas lies near the planet Jupiter in early October- here is your chance to recover an asteroid! 

(see Sky and Telescope, September 1998).  

 

 

by Bruce Levin  

On vacation this month  

 

Th
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  Corner  

by Lindsay     

Do You Know Your Constellations?  

We now have 88 constellations in our sky. While many people think of the constellations as 

being pictures in the sky, they can really be thought of as regions in the sky. Every star is a 

member of some constellation.  

Constellations are similar to states. States are divisions of the United States, as the constellations 

are divisions of the sky. Inside the states are cities, like stars are in constellations. You may know 

your states, but do you know your constellations?  

Match the Latin constellation names with the English description.  

1. Chained maiden A  Pegasus 

2. Wolf B  Crater 

3. Queen in the chair C  Reticulum 

4. Winged horse D  Lupus 

5. Fly E  Gemini 

6. Net F  Cassiopeia 

7. Cup G  Andromeda 

8. Heavenly H  Musca 

Answers:  (1-g) (2-d) (3-f) (4-a) (5-h) (6-c) (7-b) (8-e)  

 

 



No report this month.  

 

ATM Corner 
by Michael Pendley  

No report this month  

 

Star Myths Goes Star Facts 
by Robert Williams  

No report this month  

 

UNM Campus Observatory Report 
by David Sukow  

8/7 

The evening began with several TAAS members attempting to see the penumbral lunar 

eclipse occurring as the full moon rose (I don't think anyone was sure they could detect it). 

Later, under the bright full moon, the docents showed the most prominent deep sky 

objects and a variety of colorful double stars to a rather large public audience. Everyone 

got a second wind at about 10:30 pm, when Jupiter rose above the Sandias. It was 

particularly nice to watch Io appear from behind Jupiter's limb as the evening wore on. 

We all left by midnight, except for Carl Frisch, who may still be there trying to find the 

Red Spot.  

The seeing was good this Friday, although the wind picked up late. Public attendance was 

larger than average, with well over a hundred people coming out. Docents for this evening 

were Gordon Pegue, Sam and Coral Norris, Robert Ortega, Andy Smith, Brock Parker, 

Mike Pendley, Dave Blair, Kevin McKeown, and Carl Frisch. 

With the beginning of the fall semester at UNM, we will be returning to our usual campus 

observatory schedule of every Friday night, starting August 28. If the weather is questionable, 

call the TAAS hotline before coming out. We would be very glad to see some new docents at 

UNM this fall, with the more frequent observing schedule. Remember, it's fun, it's a great way to 

learn more about the sky, and you can help us whether or not you have a telescope. Please 

contact me, David Sukow, if you are interested in being a UNM docent or would just like more 

information.  
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School Star Party Update  
by Lisa, TAAS Education Coordinator  

Help Stamp Out Interstellar Ignorance!  

Our First School Star Party: September 15!  

If you know the answer to one or more of the following questions, you qualify to become a 

docent to the cosmos with The Albuquerque Astronomical Society.  

1 What is the nearest star to the earth?  

2 What is the name of our galaxy?  

3 Name 2 candy bars that have astronomical significance.  

4 How many stars lie between the earth and the moon?  

5 How many members of Congress have definitively admitted to being aliens? 

Our first School Star Party of the Season falls on Tuesday, September 15, 1998! We will be 

bringing our "Celestial Smarts" to Annunciation School. (see map  below) The party begins at 

7pm, so please be there at least half an hour early for set-up. If you're new but would like to give 

this a try, call me (see back of newsletter) and I'll make sure you are outfitted with equipment 

and set up next to an experienced scope-master for assistance and reassurance! In no time at all 

you'll be swinging through the skies on your own.  

Here are the answers to the above qualifying exam:  

1 The sun (trick question)  

2 The Milky Way  

3 Milky Way Bars, Mars Bars  

4 None, of course!  

5. Orrin Hatch (really, he did), but we suspect the numbers run much higher. 

5 correct: Are you interested in a position on the Board?  

4 correct: Very Good  

3 correct: Not Bad  

2 correct: Good Enough  



1 correct: I've got lot's of reading material I can loan you, since I'm librarian, too.  

0 correct: What the heck, come along anyway—you'll learn as you go!  

Upcoming School Star Party Dates:  

Sept. 15 Annunciation School (Boy and Girl Scouts) 

Oct. 20 Gabaldon Middle School (Los Lunas) 

Nov. 10 Grant Middle School 

Nov. 17 Central Elementary (Belen) 

 

Park in lot between school and church.   

The tescopes will be set up on playground at Phoenix and Utah. 

 

Astronomy 101 
by Robert Williams  

No report this month.  Look for a follow-up of the August 1 class next month.  

 

August Trivia Question 
by Barry Gordon  

TAAS has a trivia contest at each general meeting. The August winner was Bruce Levin. His 

prize was an "antique" astronomy book.  

For your best chance of success when photographing Jupiter or Saturn, you should be under—  

a) Country summer skies  

b) Country winter skies  



c) City summer skies  

d) City winter skies  

e) Any of the above  

Answer  Answer  

 

Oak Flat July 18, 1998 . . .  

Can it get any better than this? 
by Rebecca Stoneman  

The sky was a black velvet canopy a-glitter with the ancient fire of a billion heavenly gems.  

Gentle music wafted through the scented junipers and meadow grasses upon the evening breezes. 

Dozens of stargazers, young and old, filed past the array of telescopes directed at the sky, taking 

turns peering expectantly through each eyepiece. The warm night air whispered with 

exclamations of amazement as celestial secrets were revealed.  

The event was the July 18th "Astronomy Night" at the Oak Flat picnic ground in the Cibola 

National Forest, Sandia Ranger District, located about eight miles south of Tijeras and a mile 

east of highway 337. The "Star Parties", as they have come to be called, are held monthly May 

through August and have become an increasingly popular summer activity. Presented by TAAS 

and hosted in conjunction with the US Forest Service and The Friends of Tijeras Pueblo (a Forest 

Service volunteer group), the July 18 gathering welcomed over 250 interested visitors.  

Although the evening started with a bit of confusion (we shared the Juniper picnic area with a 

lively birthday party!), with a few minor adjustments and the good nature and flexibility of the 

TAAS members, we soon had the program running smoothly. Jacqueline Johnson faithfully 

provided her delicious pre-program dinner, welcomed visitors, and kept the head count. Allan 

Green involved the spectators from the start with his brilliant, interactive presentation discussing 

planetary and interstellar distances from the sun. Kids of all ages giggled in surprise and delight 

as rolls of toilet paper shot out toward them at varying lengths, metaphorically illustrating just 

how far away from the sun things really are! Communication satellites are in continual orbit 

around the earth but Pete Eschman told us precisely where and when we could catch a glimpse of 

their spectacular "Iridium Flares". In fact, one such flare dazzled the crowd that night. How do 

you look through a telescope? Ruth Pendley instructed the visitors in appropriate telescope 

behavior and gave them tips on viewing to round out the presentations. Dr. "Q" provided the 

musical ambiance with selections from Narada's "Wilderness Collection", "Hearts of Space" and 

more.  

Approximately a dozen telescopes of all sizes lined the perimeter of the meadow where visitors 

queued awaiting a glimpse of the star-studded sky. Carl Frisch, Gordon Pegue, Alejandra 

Valderrama, Ruth Pendley, Jon Pendley, Mike Pendley, David Blair, Barry Gordon, Brock 



Parker, Kevin McKeown, Robert Williams, Pete Eschman, Van Sutherland, Tom Saunders, and 

many others, thrilled Star Party visitors with the intricacies of the universe. The crowds lingered 

until at least midnight and those who remained were treated to a great view of Jupiter, a glimmer 

of Saturn, and several meteors.  

The event was a huge success, one of best-attended, thanks to the help and generosity of so many 

TAAS members, the Forest Service, and Jacqueline Johnson and Faith Bouchard of the Friends 

of Tijeras Pueblo. We owe a debt of gratitude to all who participated for extending new 

awareness and astronomical education to so many interested visitors!  

Rebecca Stoneman is a Forest Service Ranger and our contact at Oak Flat – ed.  

August 15 Oak Flat Update:  

Publishing deadlines did not give us enough time to put together a full report of the August 15 

Oak Flat. The weather was a bit of a problem but things did improve as the evening progressed. 

Total attendance at the Tablazon Neighborhood Association co-sponsored event was 75-100 (see 

page 7 of the August 1998 The Sidereal Times for a description of the last Oak Flat TNA co-

sponsored). Mike and Shelly Eaton—TAAS members and TNA representatives—once again 

provided that wonderful hot chocolate.  

 

Rio Grande Nature Center Star Party 
by Linda Hixon  

On Wednesday, Sept. 23, the Rio Grande Nature Center will be holding a star party. As a dues 

paying member of their band, I've been asked if I would arrange for telescopes, as well as a slide 

show, to begin at about 7:00 pm. I have asked Robert Williams if he would be available to do a 

variation on his Astronomy 101 course (Barry Gordon is otherwise engaged.) The north end of 

the parking lot (at the west end of Candelaria) has a concrete bird blind that serves well as both 

pad and windbreak. Come early enough to avoid the traffic jam.  

 

The Wedding 
by Mike Pendley  

Between the bad weather and the bad raod to GNTO . . . it looked like the wedding under the 

stars might not happen.  Things came together at the last minute, however, and all went as 

planned.  Congratulations Rick and CIndy.  

mailto:mycall@rt66.com


  

Rick and Cindy Gettin' hitched at GNTO 

 

TAAS Telescope Loaner Program 
by Dee Friesend and Jason Vargas  

Clik for full  

size image 

 

 

Astronomy at Chaco 
By Carl Frisch  

Things are steadily improving at the Chaco Observatory. An office building has been erected 

near the dome housing the telescope's CCD camera computer and other stuff. Thanks to John 

Sefick a new SBIG ST7 camera is available in addition to the ST6.  

On September 19, 1998, a TAAS public star party is planned at Chaco. Due to the park's 

remoteness, public participation will probably be limited to those camping there. Hopefully, the 
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monsoon season will be winding down so we can enjoy the night sky. Jupiter will be back since 

it is at opposition Sept. 15. Park admission and camping fees will be waived for TAAS members 

and a group campsite will be provided. A trailer with cooking facilities and showers may be 

available. To get to Chaco Canyon from Albuquerque take I-25 north to the second Bernalillo 

exit. Go west on NM 44 about 47 miles past Cuba. Turn left at the sign for Chaco and follow the 

signs for about 21 miles, 16 of which is a dirt road in excellent condition. The drive from 

Albuquerque takes about three hours (no thanks to the 22 mile construction zone from Rio 

Rancho to San Ysidro; 45-MPH limit!).  

TAAS members interested in using the observatory for their own agenda should contact GB at 

Chaco. For more information on night sky programs open to the public or the on-going research 

imaging schedule, call GB at (505) 786-7145 or myself, Carl Frisch, at 239-6002.  

 

Trivia Answer  

Surprisingly, your best chance for good astrophotos of Jupiter and Saturn comes in the summer 

and under urban skies.  

Unlike deep sky photography, with its obsessive focus on light-gathering, the quarry here offers 

light a-plenty but demands huge focal lengths for truly awesome magnification ratios. Hence, the 

name of the game here is "seeing" — which is astro-jargon for the calmness of the air—and it 

turns out that "dirty" air tends to be calmer than clean air. And adding summer's higher humidity 

to it will tend to make it even calmer.  

William Shakespeare said "Sweet are the uses of adversity" — so, instead of griping about those 

smoggy, sticky summer evenings in town, try taking a few shots of Jupiter or Saturn.  

Back to trivia  

 

Letters to the Editor  

No letters this month  

 

Classified Ads  

For Sale or trade + cash for Celestron C5+: Meade 8" Starfinder Equatorial, Telrad, Meade 

#140 2x Barlow, Meade 25MM, Endcaps. Used only 15-20 Times, $700, Paul Grunwald, 

rubicon@nmia.com, 505-275-7313,  



Non-commercial ads for astronomy related products listed at no charge for members. To place 

an ad, send a message to the editor at the society PO box or send a message to 

mycall@rt66.com.  


